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Abstract

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) studies on ytterbium ions in weakly doped CsCdBr are reported. Analysis of the3
31 21characteristic features of the observed EPR spectra and their angular dependence shows that Yb ions substitute for Cd ions in D3d

31 31point site symmetry mainly to form weakly antiferromagnetically coupled symmetric pair complexes of the type Yb –V –Yb , withCd
21˚interionic separation of around 5.9 A and J exchange coupling value of 20.0016 cm . Several weaker resonance lines are also observed

31which are assigned to single ion Yb centers in perturbed sites of lower symmetry.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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421. Introduction linear chains of face sharing (CdBr ) octahedra parallel6
1to the crystallographic c-axis with Cs ions occupying

1The interesting phenomenon of intrinsic optical bistab- sites between the chains. Point symmetries are D for Cs3h
21ility (IOB) originating from rare earth ion pairs has been and D for Cd . A striking feature of CsCdBr is that3d 3

31 31observed at low temperature in the dimer isostructural when rare-earth (RE ) ions such as Yb are incorpo-
31 31 21systems Cs Y Br :10% Yb and Cs Lu Br:10% Yb rated in the Cd lattice position, they enter nearly3 2 9 3 2

[1,2] and more recently in a quasi one-dimensional com- exclusively as charge compensated ion-pair centres, even
31pound CsCdBr :1% Yb [3]. The studies on these at low dopant concentration. The main RE center is a3

31 31materials suggest that intense bistable pair luminescence symmetric in chain RE –V –RE pair complex iden-Cd

can result from co-operative non-linearities mediated by tified by McPherson and Henling by EPR experiments on
31 21 31local field effects. These non-linearites arise from strong Gd [4,5] where V denotes Cd vacancy. Each RECd

ion–ion coupling within well-isolated dimer units and ion of the pair has a C site symmetry and the interionic3v
31 31 1˚energy migration in the Yb pairs has a degrading effect separation, R, is around 6.0 A. A minority RE -(CS

on bistable emission. Thus, a precise knowledge of ion– vacancy) complex of lower symmetry (C ) was alsoS

ion coupling mechanisms in such pairs is of fundamental identified by EPR [6]. Subsequent laser-spectroscopic
31 31interest and could help to better understand and optimise studies on CsCdBr doped with Nd [7], Er [8] and3

31bistable luminescence. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Pr [9] have reported the presence of a minority
31 31(EPR) spectroscopy is a powerful technique to probe such asymmetric in chain RE –RE –V complex, with RCd

˚ion–ion interactions in the ground state of a coupled around 3.4 A.
paramagnetic system. In the present work, EPR studies
have been performed on IOB compound CsCdBr :1.3%3

31Yb . The host CsCdBr crystallises in the hexagonal 2. Experimental details3
4structure of space group P6 /mmc (D ) consisting of3 6h

CsCdBr single crystals with 1.3% ytterbium concen-3

tration were grown by Bridgman method. EPR spectra
were recorded on a Bruker ESP 300e spectrometer*Corresponding author.
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Oxford Instrument. The microwave frequency was mea- relevant to an isolated ion and the interaction term H isint

sured with a Systron Donner frequency-counter. Typical [10]:
measurements were made at 7 K with a microwave power

¢ ¢H 5 2 2J S ? Sof 20 mW and a frequency of approximately 9.5 GHz. int 1 2

22 gb '2F G] ]1 2 2g (S S ) 1 (S S S S )13 i 1z 2z 11 22 12 212R
3. Results and discussion

(2)
31 13Free Yb has a 4f configuration. The ground state is The first and the second terms in the above expression are2 2 21F and the F excited state is around 10 000 cm . In7 / 2 5 / 2 the isotropic exchange and anisotropic dipolar contribu-

the trigonal field of the D symmetry, J57/2 level splits3d tions respectively, J is a scalar exchange interaction, R is
into four Kramers doublets. At liquid helium temperature, the RE—RE distance and S and S are the effective spins1 2only the lowest doublet is populated and thus the EPR of the lowest ground state Kramers doublet of the two ions.
spectrum can be treated by a Hamiltonian with an effective The pure magnetic dipole–dipole expression has been used
spin S 5 1/2. In addition to even isotopes (nuclear spin for the dipolar interaction because the distances between
I 5 0), ytterbium has two odd isotopes which give rise to the two ions of a pair are much larger than the ion size.171hyperfine structure, Yb with nuclear spin I 5 1/2 (natu- The z-axis (RE—RE axis) is parallel to the crystal173ral abundance 14.4%) and Yb with nuclear spin I 5 5/2 symmetry axis in expression (2).
(natural abundance 16.6%). For similar ions without hyperfine structure, when B is31Fig. 1 shows the principal EPR signal of Yb in parallel to z, total spin Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) becomes
CsCdBr recorded with external magnetic field B parallel3

to the crystallographic c-axis. The angular dependence of H 5 g b B(S S ) 1 (4D 2J)(S S )1i 1z 2z 12 1z 2z
this signal in the ac (or bc) and ab crystallographic planes

1 (D 2 J)(S S 1 S S ) (3)shows that the resonance lines have axial symmetry about 2 11 22 12 21

the trigonal c-axis. As will be shown below, all the
2 2 3 2 2 3where D 5 b (2g ) /2R and D 5 b ( g ) /2Rimportant features of the spectrum can be accurately 1 i 2 '

From the eigen states of this Hamiltonian, we expectdescribed by assigning the resonance lines to the weakly
31 two DM 5 61 transitions at magnetic fieldsantiferromagnetically coupled pairs of Yb ions of the S

even even 171 even 173type Yb–V – Yb, Yb–V – Yb and Yb–Cd Cd
even (22D 1 D )V – Yb in identical crystallographic sites. 1 2Cd ]]]]B 5 B 16 (4)F G6 o g b BThe spin Hamiltonian for a pair of identical interacting i o

ions 1 and 2 can be written as:
where B is the center field of resonance.oH 5 H 1 H 1 H (1)1 2 int When ion 1 has a hyperfine structure (for example for

171 even 173the pairs of the type Yb–V – Yb or Yb–V –Cd Cdwhere H and H take the form of a spin Hamiltonian, even1 2 Yb), the terms A (S I ) 1 1/2A (S I 1 S I )i 1z 1z ' 11 12 12 11

are added to Eq (3).
For a particular m 5 kI l state, DM 5 61 transitions1 z S

can now be shown to occur at fields (theoretical treatment
is similar to that outlined by Smith and Pilbrow [11]):

1
]S DA m 7wi 192D1 2

]] ]]]]B 5 B 17 231,2 o g b B g b Bi o i o

2 2 2 2A I I 1 1 2 m b 1 af gs d1 s d' 1 1 2
]]]]]]]]]2 G22 g b Bs di o

1
]S DA m 6wi 192D1 2

]] ]]]]B 5 B 17 233,4 o g b B g b Bi o i o

2 2 2 2A I I 1 1 2 m a 1 bf gs d1 s d' 1 3 4
]]]]]]]]]2 (5)Fig. 1. Experimental and simulated EPR spectrum of CsCdBr :1.3% G3 22 g b B31 s di oYb at 7 K with the external magnetic field B parallel to the

crystallographic c-axis. The stars indicate very weak EPR lines due to
31single ion Yb centers in perturbed sites of lower symmetry. with corresponding relative intensities, to first order, being
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21between two Cd ions in second neighbour positions in1 12 2] ](a 1 b) and (a 2 b) (6) the host lattice. This shows that there is a significant4 4 31 21relaxation (about 12%) of Yb ions towards the Cd
31 31vacancy along the Yb –V –Yb axis (c-axis). Accord-9 9respectively. The parameters D and D are defined as Cd1 2

ing to the sign of the J parameter in Table 1, the exchange9 9D 5 D 2 J /2 and D 5 D 2 J and the other parameters1 1 2 2 31coupling between the two Yb ions of a pair is anti-´, a and b are given as:
ferromagnetic but extremely weak. The small value of J is

311 / 21 not surprising as the two Yb ions in a pair are fairly far2 2 2]S 9 Dw 5 D 1 A m ;2 i 1 apart.4
9 9D D Besides the main EPR signals discussed so far, several2 2

]]]]]]]] ]a 5 5 and2 1 / 2 very weak EPR lines are also observed (few of these are1 f2 1]F 9 S D GD 1 w 2 A m2 i 1 indicated by stars in Fig. 1). From their angular-depen-2
dence, it is concluded that these weaker lines are due to1

31]w 2 A mi 1 non-axial Yb centers.2
]]]]b 5 The present EPR studies show that more than 95% off1

31the Yb ions in CsCdBr :1.3% Yb sample form symmet-3
31 31We expect 4(2I 1 1) allowed DM 5 61 transitions when ric Yb –V –Yb pair complexes, the rest of the singleS Cd

31one of the ytterbium isotopes of a pair has a nuclear Yb ions being in perturbed sites of lower symmetry. It
171 evenmagnetic moment. Thus for Yb–V – Yb pairs there may thus be easy to distinguish the observed lines in theCd

173will be eight allowed transitions while for Yb–V – optical spectra of this compound by their relative inten-Cd
evenYb pairs there will be 24 allowed transitions. sities. All the lines in the luminescence excitation spectra

2The spin Hamiltonian parameters, listed in Table 1, are in the narrow frequency region of the F (0)→7 / 2
2determined by fitting the experimental spectrum with its F (29) transition in Ref. [3] should thus be assigned to5 / 2

computer simulation. Simulated spectrum, shown in Fig. 1, symmetric ion pairs. No line is due to asymmetric com-
31 31is obtained by assuming the resonance lines to be the plexes of the type Yb –Yb –V . The hysteresis ofCd

derivative of Gaussian curves with a peak to peak line near-infrared and cooperative up-conversion luminescence
width of |20 Gauss. The line positions and intensities are as a function of incident laser intensity was observed

21calculated from Eqs. (4), (5) and (6) and are depicted by a exclusively for excitation of the optical line about 2 cm
173 even 31 31stick diagram in Fig. 1. In the case of Yb–V – Yb above the main absorption line of Yb –V –Yb centersCd Cd

pairs, eight very weak resonance lines in the field range [3]. This relatively intense transition was attributed to
31 312520–2840 Gauss are not shown in the stick diagram. The asymmetric pairs Yb –Yb –V , which now appearsCd

g and A parameters, given in Table 1, are obtained by a unlikely on the basis of the present EPR experiments.' '

similar analysis of the main EPR signal recorded with
external magnetic field B perpendicular to the c-axis.

31The distance between the two Yb ions in a pair can be
4. Conclusiondirectly computed from the experimentally determined

values of the dipolar parameters D and D . From their 311 2 From the present EPR studies on CsCdBr :Yb , it has˚ 3measured values, an interionic separation, R, of 5.88 A is
been possible to identify weakly antiferromagneticallycalculated. This distance is in good agreement with the 31 31

31 31 coupled symmetric Yb –V –Yb ion pairs. Excellent˚ Cdvalue of 5.93 A for the Gd –V –Gd complexes inCd agreement is achieved between experimental spectra andCsCdBr at 77 K obtained by McPherson et al. [4,5]. It is,3 those obtained by computer simulations, assuming com-˚however, much smaller than the distance of 6.72 A even even 171 evenplexes of the type Yb–V – Yb, Yb–V – Yb,Cd Cd
173 evenYb–V – Yb. These studies have also shown theCd

31existence of single ion Yb centers of lower symmetry inTable 1
31 31Spin Hamiltonian parameters of the Yb –V –Yb complexes in very small proportions. It is important to note that there areCd

31 31CsCdBr :1.3% Yb3 no asymmetric pair complexes of the type Yb –Yb –
V . This implies that observed bistable luminescence inParameter Cd

CsCdBr :1% Yb [3] should be interpreted in terms of3g 2.50360.001i
symmetric pair complexes.g 2.61960.001'

24 21 171A (10 cm ) Yb 66665i
173Yb 182.060.5

24 21 171A (10 cm ) Yb 70864'
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